
Postal Scams

COLD CALLS

INTERNET

Cold calls are phone calls or visits where a

person contacts you with on prior business. A

lot of phone scams take the form of scammers

pretending to be your bank or a government

agency. If you receive a phone call that you

suspect to be a scam, make sure not to reveal

any personal details, hang up, ring the

organisation that they claimed to be, and

don't let the scammer rush you into giving

away personal information. Common door-to-

door scams are rogue traders, fake charities,

and made-up surveys. You can protect against

these scams by using methods like double

checking their credentials, putting up a

deterrence sign, and making sure not to let

the scammer put you on the spot.  

Postal scams are getting more sophisticated

and it is getting harder to differentiate

between genuine mail and scams. Some

common postal scams can be: trying to 

 impersonate the lottery, pyramid schemes, or

fake inheritance claims. You can protect

yourself from postal scams by throwing away

any letters you think might be scams or by

contacting the Scam Marshall team. You can

also contact the Mailing Preference Service to

have your name taken off direct mailing lists.   

AVOIDING SCAMS
 

Internet scams can come in a wide range

of forms, from social media, to e-mail, and

unsafe websites. Don't click on any emails

or links that are from a company or

person you were not expecting  a email

from. Try to avoid interacting with people

on social media that you do not know

directly and try to avoid clicking on links

you see. When shopping online make sure

you are using a reputable site and always

check the reviews of the site or product.



MORE INFORMATION

AVOIDING SCAMS
 

We have a video you can access at the bottom of this page.

Within this video a retired trading standards officer talks

about scams to watch out for an some of the latest scamming

techniques. If you feel like you have been a victim of fraud

then please contact Action Fraud. We also have another

article on Safer Internet Day that tells you a little more on

how to stay safe on the internet.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTpgVheME2U
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